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liLEY & VINCENT 
~OTHERS OF THE HIGHWAY 

1under Records 
661-9141-2 

Dailey & Vincent's hallmark is their powerful, 
quisite, and almost transcendent harmonies. 
ey may not be brothers by blood, but they are 
ainly brothers in bluegrass harmony. Six 

ars into their partnership, the duo has, 
cording to the accompanying press material, 
ed their new album, Brothers Of The Highway, 
ook back at where they've been and forward to 
ere they hope to go. 
Songs such as "Hills Of Caroline" (written by 

1ce Gill), "Back To Hancock County" (Pete 

Goble and Leroy Drumm), "Howdy Neighbor 
Howdy" (James C. Morris), and "Back To 
Jackson County" (a Jamie Dailey original) are all 
infused with nostalgia and a longing for simpler 
and, perhaps, better times. On other tracks, 
such as the title tune (previously a hit for George 
Strait) and the urgent, frenetic "Steel Drivin ' Man" 
(also penned by Dailey), the boys convey all the 
urgency and turmoil of the here-and-now with 
some supercharged picking (courtesy of an 
assortment of A-team session players) and solo 
and harmony vocals that are almost staggering in 
their intensity. 

There are also some tasteful and requisite 
tips of the hat to tradition here as well. D& V do a 
fine job of brushing the dust off oldies such as the 
scornful "Tomorrow I'll Be Gone" (written by 
Wilma Lee Cooper and recorded by Bill Monroe 
many moons ago) and the old Bill Monroe original 
"Close By." The real stylistic stretch and the real 
treasure here is a magnificent reprise of 
"Where've You Been ," a contemporary country 
classic penned by Don Henry and Jon Vezner 
and originally popularized by Kathy Mattea. 
The song , with its heartwarming story and 
irresistible pop melody, is a deeply moving 
testimony of love, loss, longing, and devotion , 
and Dailey & Vincent's rendition is bound to 

HIGHLIGHT 
ADAM STEFFEY 
NEW PRIMITIVE 

Organic Records OR 14692 

Though he is often found in somewhat 
:ontemporary groups (AKUS, Mountain Heart, 
md currently the Boxcars) , Adam Steffey is at 
1eart a traditional mandolinist. Fully a master 
f spinning modern lines and interesting 
ists, he is equally masterful among the older 

ltyles and with the older tunes. That love and 
ommand of tradition , along with his always 
right , clear tone and impeccable timing and 
eel , is fully displayed on this latest release, 
eaturing three old songs and ten fiddle tunes 
~erformed in a variety of settings (solo 
andolin or mandolin with just banjo, or fiddle 
rguitar or mandolin in a full band context with 
ass) and performed in a manner that hovers 
etween old-time and bluegrass. 
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From the old-time side are the tunes 
themselves: "Chinquapin ," "Big-Eyed Rabbit," 
and "Rock The Cradle Joe." While any and all 
are found in bluegrass circles, few are what 
you'd call bluegrass staples. Also from the old
time sound is the inclusion throughout the 
album of clawhammer banjo, here played by 
Steffey's wife , Tina. Her playing is spot-on 
impressive on all her tracks, but shines 
particularly on the banjo/mandolin duet 
"Johnny Don't Get Drunk." Her other 
contributions are solid , but that one really 
goes. Eddie Bond provides very nice old-time 
fiddle and sings "Raleigh And Spencer" and 
"Big-Eyed Rabbit" with good punch . 

From the bluegrass side comes the general 
overall drive and feel , but also the playing of 
bassist Barry Bales, fiddler Samantha Snyder, 
and guitarist Zeb Snyder. Samantha sings 
nicely on what is the album's most 
contemporary piece, the slow and lilting "Who 
Will Sing For Me." She also duets, 
instrumentally, with Steffey on "Fine Times At 
Our House." Her brother Zeb turns in several 
fine melodic and creative guitar solos. 
"Goodbye Girls I'm Going To Boston" stands 
out. 

It's hard to imagine anyone not being 
impressed by the musicianship of Steffey and 
his guests on this recording . It is equally hard 
to imagine anyone not finding this an enjoyable 
listening experience. (Organic Records, P.O. 
Box 829, Arden , NC 28704, www.organic
records.com.)BW 
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leave few dry eyes in the house. (Rounder 
Records, One Rounder Way, Burlington , MA 
01803, www.rounder.com.)BA 

THE STONE MANS 
THE STONEMAN TRADITION 

Patuxent Music 
CD-240 

Four years ago, when we last visited the 
Stonemans (Patsy, Donna, and Roni) , they had 
just released their first recording in years for Tom 
Mindte's Patuxent Music label. Well , they must 
have done all right for Tom because here they are 
again! Digging deep into their vast repertoire, the 
three sisters have pulled together 14 selections 
that include ballads from Pop Stoneman ("Bury 
Me Beneath The Willow"), newer country songs 
("Catfish John"), original compositions ("Tribe's 
Tune"), and four instrumentals. 

Patsy and Roni share the lead singing with 
Donna stepping in to help with the trio 
harmony. My hands-down favorite (in part 
because it was new to me) is "Ring The Bell , 
Watchman ," sung by Roni. With simple guitar 
accompaniment and dainty support from fiddle 
and mandolin , the number sounds positively 
Victorian. Patsy is as solid as ever with her 
autoharp , keeping the memory of Pop 
Stoneman alive . Donna's mandolin sparkles all 
over the CD, but I especially liked her original 
tune "Donna-mite" and her energetic playing on 
the old fiddle tune "Rubber Dolly." Roni gets in 
some good licks on the banjo, particularly on her 
instrumental "The Boys From Nanjomoy," but I 
wish someone had tweaked the tuning of her high 
break. 

Once again , fiddle Nate Grower and guitarist 
Jeremy Stephens provide strong backup that 
never gets in the way of the sisters ' playing. 
Bass player Stu Geisbert anchors the rhythm 
and Tom Mindte himself occasionally "basses 
in" (sings bass) in the fashion of A.P. Carter. 
Tom 's mixing also deserves a mention 
because he stays away from the current "wall 
of sound" approach in favor of letting each voice 
and instrument shine. 

Of the 23 Stoneman siblings, Patsy, Donna, 
and Roni are the only ones left. The Stoneman 
Tradition is a testament to the unflagging 
Stoneman spirit , their deep musical roots, and 
the strength of these three women. (Patuxent 
Music, P.O. Box 572, Rockville, MD 20848, 
www.pxrec.com. )MHH 
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